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A streetcar named desire (Un tramway nommé désir) 
by: Tennessee William  
pages: 107 
rating: 3.98 / 5.0 stars (276,032 ratings) 
 
Synopsis 
It is a very short list of 20th-century American plays that continue to have the same power and 
impact as when they first appeared—57 years after its Broadway premiere, Tennessee Williams’ A 
Streetcar Named Desire is one of those plays. The story famously recounts how the faded and 
promiscuous Blanche DuBois is pushed over the edge by her sexy and brutal brother-in-law, Stanley 
Kowalski. Streetcar launched the careers of Marlon Brando, Jessica Tandy, Kim Hunter, and Karl 
Malden, and solidified the position of Tennessee Williams as one of the most important young 
playwrights of his generation, as well as that of Elia Kazan as the greatest American stage director 
of the ’40s and ’50s. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Streetcar_Named_Desire 
see also the Elia Kazan film summary (with Marlon Brando) 
     https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Streetcar_Named_Desire_(1951_film) 
 

 

Death of a salesman written (mort d’un commis-voyageur) 
by: Arthur Miller  
pages: 117 
rating: 3.54 / 5.0 stars (202,742 ratings) 
 
Synopsis 
Willy Loman has been a salesman for 34 years. At 60, he is cast aside, his usefulness now 
exhausted. With no future to dream about he must face the crushing disappointments of his past. 
He takes one final brave action, but is he heroic at last?, or a self-deluding fool? 
 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_of_a_Salesman 
     see also the Benedeck film summary:   
     https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_of_a_Salesman_(1951_film) 
 

 

Normal people  
by: Sally Rooney 
pages: 273 
rating: 3.85 / 5.0 (625,910 ratings) 
 
Synopsis 
At school Connell and Marianne pretend not to know each other. He’s popular and well-adjusted, 
star of the school soccer team while she is lonely, proud, and intensely private. But when Connell 
comes to pick his mother up from her housekeeping job at Marianne’s house, a strange and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Streetcar_Named_Desire_(1951_film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_of_a_Salesman_(1951_film)
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indelible connection grows between the two teenagers - one they are determined to conceal. 
 
A year later, they’re both studying at Trinity College in Dublin. Marianne has found her feet in a 
new social world while Connell hangs at the sidelines, shy and uncertain. Throughout their years in 
college, Marianne and Connell circle one another, straying toward other people and possibilities 
but always magnetically, irresistibly drawn back together. Then, as she veers into self-destruction 
and he begins to search for meaning elsewhere, each must confront how far they are willing to go 
to save the other. 
 
Sally Rooney brings her brilliant psychological acuity and perfectly spare prose to a story that 
explores the subtleties of class, the electricity of first love, and the complex entanglements of 
family and friendship. 
 

 

4321  
By: Paul Auster 
Pages: 880  
Rating: 4.5 / 5 stars (6 ratings) 
 
Synopsis 
On March 3, 1947, in the maternity ward of Beth Israel Hospital in Newark, New Jersey, Archibald 
Isaac Ferguson, the one and only child of Rose and Stanley Ferguson, is born. From that single 
beginning, Ferguson's life will take four simultaneous and independent fictional paths. Four 
Fergusons made of the same genetic material, four boys who are the same boy, will go on to lead 
four parallel and entirely different lives. Family fortunes diverge. Loves and friendships and 
intellectual passions contrast. Chapter by chapter, the rotating narratives evolve into an elaborate 
dance of inner worlds enfolded within the outer forces of history as, one by one, the intimate plot 
of each Ferguson's story rushes on across the tumultuous and fractured terrain of mid twentieth-
century America. A boy grows up-again and again and again. As inventive and dexterously 
constructed as anything Paul Auster has ever written 4 3 2 1 is an unforgettable tour de force, the 
crowning work of this masterful writer's extraordinary career. 
 

 

Good bye Britannia  
By: Sylvie Bermann 
Pages:  
 
NO ENGLISH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE 
 

 

The Jane Austen Society 
By: Nathalie Jenner 
Pages:  320 
Rating: 3.75 / 32,227 
 
Synopsi 
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Just after the Second World War, in the small English village of Chawton, an unusual but like-
minded group of people band together to attempt something remarkable. 
 
One hundred and fifty years ago, Chawton was the final home of Jane Austen, one of England's 
finest novelists. Now it's home to a few distant relatives and their diminishing estate. With the last 
bit of Austen's legacy threatened, a group of disparate individuals come together to preserve both 
Jane Austen's home and her legacy. These people—a laborer, a young widow, the local doctor, and 
a movie star, among others—could not be more different and yet they are united in their love for 
the works and words of Austen. As each of them endures their own quiet struggle with loss and 
trauma, some from the recent war, others from more distant tragedies, they rally together to 
create the Jane Austen Society. 
 

 

The Guest List 
By: Lucy Foley 
Pages: 330 
Rating: 3.86 / 5.0 (424,380 ratings) 
 
Synopsis 
On an island off the coast of Ireland, guests gather to celebrate two people joining their lives 
together as one. The groom: handsome and charming, a rising television star. The bride: smart and 
ambitious, a magazine publisher. It’s a wedding for a magazine, or for a celebrity: the designer 
dress, the remote location, the luxe party favors, the boutique whiskey. The cell phone service may 
be spotty and the waves may be rough, but every detail has been expertly planned and will be 
expertly executed. 
 
But perfection is for plans, and people are all too human. As the champagne is popped and the 
festivities begin, resentments and petty jealousies begin to mingle with the reminiscences and well 
wishes. The groomsmen begin the drinking game from their school days. The bridesmaid not-so-
accidentally ruins her dress. The bride’s oldest (male) friend gives an uncomfortably caring toast. 
 
And then someone turns up dead. Who didn’t wish the happy couple well? And perhaps more 
important, why? 
 

 

The Help  
By: Kathryn stocker 
Pages: 464 pages 
Rating: 4.46 / 5.0 (2,347,078 ratings) 
 
Synopsis 
Three ordinary women are about to take one extraordinary step. 
 
Twenty-two-year-old Skeeter has just returned home after graduating from Ole Miss. She may have 
a degree, but it is 1962, Mississippi, and her mother will not be happy till Skeeter has a ring on her 
finger. Skeeter would normally find solace with her beloved maid Constantine, the woman who 
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raised her, but Constantine has disappeared and no one will tell Skeeter where she has gone. 
 
Aibileen is a black maid, a wise, regal woman raising her seventeenth white child. Something has 
shifted inside her after the loss of her own son, who died while his bosses looked the other way. 
She is devoted to the little girl she looks after, though she knows both their hearts may be broken. 
 
Minny, Aibileen's best friend, is short, fat, and perhaps the sassiest woman in Mississippi. She can 
cook like nobody's business, but she can't mind her tongue, so she's lost yet another job. Minny 
finally finds a position working for someone too new to town to know her reputation. But her new 
boss has secrets of her own. 
 
Seemingly as different from one another as can be, these women will nonetheless come together 
for a clandestine project that will put them all at risk. And why? Because they are suffocating within 
the lines that define their town and their times. And sometimes lines are made to be crossed. 
 
In pitch-perfect voices, Kathryn Stockett creates three extraordinary women whose determination 
to start a movement of their own forever changes a town, and the way women, mothers, 
daughters, caregivers, friends, view one another. A deeply moving novel filled with poignancy, 
humor, and hope, The Help is a timeless and universal story about the lines we abide by, and the 
ones we don't.  
 

 

The Human Stain 
By: Philip Roth 
Pages: 361 pages 
Rating: 3.89 / 5.0 (36,100 ratings) 
 
Synopsis 
It is 1998, the year in which America is whipped into a frenzy of prurience by the impeachment of a 
president, and in a small New England town an aging Classics professor, Coleman Silk, is forced to 
retire when his colleagues decree that he is a racist. The charge is a lie, but the real truth about Silk 
would astonish even his most virulent accuser. 
 
Coleman Silk has a secret, one which has been kept for fifty years from his wife, his four children, 
his colleagues, and his friends, including the writer Nathan Zuckerman. It is Zuckerman who 
stumbles upon Silk's secret and sets out to reconstruct the unknown biography of this eminent, 
upright man, esteemed as an educator for nearly all his life, and to understand how this ingeniously 
contrived life came unraveled. And to understand also how Silk's astonishing private history is, in 
the words of the Wall Street Journal, "magnificently" interwoven with "the larger public history of 
modern America." 
 

 

Of Mice and Men 
By: John Steinbeck 
Pages: 103 
Rating:  3.88 / 5.0 stars (2,109,882 ratings) 
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Synopsis 
An intimate portrait of two men who cherish the slim bond between them and the dream they 
share in a world marred by petty tyranny, misunderstanding, jealousy, and callousness. Clinging to 
each other in their loneliness and alienation, George and his simple-minded friend Lennie dream, as 
drifters will, of a place to call their own—a couple of acres and a few pigs, chickens, and rabbits 
back in Hill Country where land is cheap. But after they come to work on a ranch in the fertile 
Salinas Valley of California, their hopes, like "the best laid schemes o' mice an' men," begin to go 
awry. 
 
Of Mice and Men also represents an experiment in form, as Steinbeck described his work, "a kind of 
playable novel, written in novel form but so scened and set that it can be played as it stands." A 
rarity in American letters, it achieved remarkable success as a novel, a Broadway play, and three 
acclaimed films. Steinbeck's tale of commitment, loneliness, hope, and loss remains one of 
America's most widely read and beloved novels. 
 

 

Deadly Cross 
By: James Patterson 
Pages: 333 
Rating:  4.28 / 5.0 stars (15,677 ratings) 
 
Synopsis 
A double homicide in the nation’s capital opens the psychological case files — Detective Alex Cross. 
 
Kay Willingham led a life as glamorous as it was public — she was a gorgeous Georgetown socialite, 
philanthropist, and the ex-wife of the vice-president. So why was she parked in a Bentley 
convertible idling behind a DC private school, in the middle of the night, with the man who was the 
head of that school? Who shot them both, point blank, and why? The shocking double homicide is 
blazed across the internet, TV, newspapers — and across Alex Cross’ mind. Kay had been his patient 
once. And maybe more. 
 
Alex Cross and FBI Special Agent Ned Mahoney travel to Alabama to investigate Kay’s early years. 
There they find a world of trouble, corruption, and secrets, all of them closed to outsiders like Cross 
and Mahoney. Kay had many enemies, but all of them seemed to need her alive. The harder the 
investigators push, the more resistance they find when they leave behind the polite law offices and 
doctors’ quarters of the state capital. Alex Cross will need to use all his skills as a doctor, a 
detective, and a family man to prevent that resistance from turning lethal…again. 
 

 
Tobacco Road 
By: Erskine Caldwell & Lewis Nordan 
Pages:  192 
Rating: 3.73 / 5.0 stars (14,057 ratings)   
 
Synopsis 
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The classic novel of a Georgia family undone by the Great Depression: “[A] story of force and 
beauty” (New York Post). Even before the Great Depression struck, Jeeter Lester and his family 
were desperately poor sharecroppers. But when hard times begin to affect the families that once 
helped support them, the Lesters slip completely into the abyss. Rather than hold on to each other 
for support, Jeeter, his wife Ada, and their twelve children are overcome by the fractured and 
violent society around them. Banned and burned when first released in 1932, Tobacco Road is a 
brutal examination of poverty’s dehumanizing influence by one of America’s great masters of 
political fiction. 
 

 
God’s Acre 
By: Erskine Caldwell & Lewis Nordan 
Pages: 224 
Rating: 3.65 / 5.0 stars (2,252 ratings) 
 
Synopsis 
Like Tobacco Road, this novel chronicles the final decline of a poor white family in rural Georgia. 
Exhorted by their patriarch Ty Ty, the Waldens ruin their land by digging it up in search of gold. 
Complex sexual entanglements and betrayals lead to a murder within the family that completes its 
dissolution. Juxtaposed against the Waldens' obsessive search is the story of Ty Ty's son-in-law, a 
cotton mill worker in a nearby town who is killed during a strike.First published in 1933, God's Little 
Acrewas censured by the Georgia Literary Commission, banned in Boston, and once led the all-time 
best-seller list, with more than ten million copies in print. 
 


